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ABSTRACT

The subsurface structure and propagation geometry of the fracture system controlling the Orle River Channel in the Igarra Township, Southwestern Nigeria, have been investigated via a multi-method geophysical survey. The goal was to delineate the nature, distribution, and spatial propagation geometry of the fracture system and evaluate its potential to serve as storage and distribution features for groundwater within adjoining areas. 2D electrical resistivity, total field magnetic, and co-planar loop conductivity measurements were collected along four traverses using an ABEM1000 Terrameter unit, a GEMS Magnetometer, and an EM34 Co-planar loop electromagnetic system. Traverses were established to run across and parallel to the river channel. The observed electrical resistivity field data were inverted for subsurface 2D resistivity structure using a commercially available 2.5D finite element modelling inversion software. Magnetic field intensity data and ground conductivity data were presented against station positions. Three subsurface layers were delineated at the survey site; (1) surficial humus-rich and wet top-soil, (2) a thin poorly developed weathering layer, and (3) the fresh bedrock which occurs as relatively shallow levels and often outcrops. The River channel is controlled by multiple fractures usually located at or near the contracts between contrasting rock types. Fracture dip is usually in the northerly direction but conjugates, dipping southwards also occur in the most northerly extremes of the imaged fracture system. Upstream the fracture path is wider and along with the imaged overburden, is juxtaposed northwards of the channel axis suggesting a much broader river channel in the geologic past. Low aperture fractures imaged tangential to channel axis likely serve to funnel surface and groundwater from the channels to the surrounding areas. Where such low aperture fractures can be delineated, they offer the best chances of groundwater abstraction within adjoining areas, particularly during the dry season.
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INTRODUCTION

The Orle River is a seasonal stream channel situated within a major open-to-surface fracture system. It segments the Igarra Township into a small northern segment and a much larger southern segment (Figure 1). The system consists of a main channel running in the east-to-west direction and few short length distributaries which branch off often at right angles to the main channel. The channel takes its source from high rising granitoid hills east of the town and tails off west of Igarra in extensive flood plains with the development of considerable meanders. It is the main source of water for locals almost all-year-round. In the dry season, this river though with much diminished volume becomes the only source of water for locals and herded cattle within the northern parts of the town. This paper presents the results of a multi-method geophysical survey aimed at unraveling the geometry of the underlying fracture system beneath the Orle river channel and its potential for groundwater storage and distribution.

Geophysics tools enable the investigation of subsurface geologic structure in a rapid and cost-effective manner (LaBrecque et al., 1996; Zume et al., 2006; Frid et al., 2007; Lines et al., 2012; Aminu et al., 2014, 2015a & b; Aminu, 2018). They provide non-invasive sensing of rock properties with a reasonable trade-off between cost and accuracy. They enable rapid and detailed screening for groundwater (Zume et al., 2006; Frid et al., 2012; Mohamed et al., 2012). In construction site investigations, they offer semi-continuous and sometimes continuous profiling of structures iminal to civil works projects (Soupios et al., 2002; El-Qady et al., 2005; Chavez et al., 2014; Yassin et al., 2014; Aminu, 2018). They also provide information on the morphology and spatial distribution of underlying geologic features (Aminu, 2015a), the nature and thickness of the overburden and depth to competent bedrock or formations (Robineau et al., 2007), groundwater regimes (Rizzo et al., 2004; Bufford et al., 2012; Aminu et al., 2014) and ground corrosivity (Ekwe et al., 2018). They sometimes provide quantitative estimates of in situ
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geotechnical properties (Anderson, 2006; Cosenza et al., 2006) of the subsurface geologic strata and clues to the tectonic history of surveyed areas (Bufford et al., 2012; Aminu et al., 2014).

Bufford et al., (2012) imaged the geometry and nature of fault activity along the Okavango Rift Zone in Botswana in the southwestern branch of the East African Rift System. The rift zone was delineated as a low resistivity path which was interpreted to channel both surface water and groundwater from the Okavango delta and recirculating it through lacustrine and fluvio-deltaic sediments of the basin. El-Qady et al., (2005) employed ground-penetrating radar and electrical resistivity imaging to reveal the subsurface structure of a Karst cave over a proposed site for low-income residential apartments in the eastern parts of greater Cairo. Previously unknown extensions of the cave system were delineated as zones of marl, and multiple vertical fractures in limestones. Aminu et al., (2014), employed electrical resistivity imaging to delineate the Uneme-Nakhau fracture zone. The fracture zone was imaged as consisting of two distinct fractures where deformation had ceased on one fracture and had been transferred to the other. Park and Roberts, 2003, utilize prior magnetotelluric (MT) data and electrical resistivity, and formation factor data from core plugs of sedimentary rocks within the San Andreas Fault to offer an alternative interpretation of MT data presented in Unsworth et al., 1997. They aver that the anomalous region results from conductive sedimentary rocks within the plunging syncline adjacent to the fault rather than fractured rock.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Igarra Township is situated in Akoko-Edo local government area of Edo State, Nigeria, between Longitudes 05° 43’ and 05° 47’, and Latitudes 07° 27’ and 07° 31’ (Figure 1). It situates within the Igarra schist belt of the basement complex of southwestern Nigeria, a region consisting of predominantly of migmatitic and granitic gneisses (Rahaman, 1989). The Igarra schist belt is regarded as the best known of the most easterly schist belts in Nigeria which are distributed around the Okene migmatitic nucleus (Turner 1989). Physiographically, the area consists of a westward Drainage is provided by a number of seasonal streams which take their source from high reliefs in the east and empty west of the town. In the Igarra region, the main geological structure is an open synform which refolded in east-west folds. In this mini-basin, metamorphosed calcareous rocks and conglomerates occur along with quartzites as steeply dipping bands in the dominant biotite gneiss (Turner, 1989). Older migmatites form the periphery around the synform. Late-stage intrusives include porphyritic-granite, aplite/pegmatite, syenite, and subsidiary quartz vein. Multiple deformation episodes are recognized in the area bringing together a diverse blend of metamorphic and igneous rocks. Extensive folds and abundant fractures characterize the area. The details of the geologic associations and structural development of the area can be found in (Odeyemi 1988; Annor 1998; Ogbe et al., 2018). Figure 2 is a geologic section showing the typical geologic relationship in the southern parts of Igarra.

STUDY SITE

This survey was carried out around the Orle River Channel at a section of the River running in the ENE-WSW direction for roughly 450 m (Figure 1d). The channel pass is dotted with thick vegetation while the surrounding plains are cultivated by locals during the long wet season. The site is underlain by low-lying quartzite outcrops to the north and northwest. Metaconglomerates occupy the south, southwest, and part of the northeast with low-lying outcrops to the north of the channel. South of the channel, metaconglomerates rise a few meters above the ground surface. The eastern part of the study area is underlain by Phyllites which can be seen outcropping at two sites on the eastern side and within the channel bottom of a N-S trending tributary of the Orle River channel. Fault breccias occur on the ground surface on the northern side of the Channel. The body is elongate with a total length of ~130 m and a thickness of up to 20 m. It has a strike parallel to the course of the channel in the ENE-WSW. The channel is fully accessible during the dry season through footpaths which intercept it at two crossings frequently utilized by locals. In the extreme southeastern part of the area, sparsely located settlements occur. The study site covers an area roughly 100,000 m².
METHODOLOGY

Data Collection

Four (4) traverses were established and surveyed within the study area. (Figure 1d shows the spatial relationships between the traverses and natural features). Traverse 1 (T1) spanned a total length of 200 m and ran in the southeast to northwest direction crossing the Orle River channel at its northern end within the study area. This point is a popular stream crossing for locals and therefore easily accessible. Traverse 2 (T2) spanned a length of 170 m and ran in a south to north course, first across the Orle River channel, then across an inferred contact between metaconglomerates and quartzite facies, and then over a surface occurrence of fault breccias. Traverses 3 and 4 (T3 & T4) both ran in the northeast to southwest direction roughly parallel to the trend of the Orle River channel. Traverse 3 was 200 m long and ran between the channel and the fault breccias. It crossed T2 at about its 110 m mark and terminated close to a flat-lying metaconglomerate outcrop. T4 ran roughly 5 m from the edge of the southern flank of the River channel and...
intersected T_1 at its northern end. T_4 runs from a region with outcropping Phyllites in its northern end to metaconglomerates in its southern reaches. Data collected included 2D Electrical resistivity, Total Field Magnetic Intensity, and ground Electrical Conductivity.

Figure 2: Typical geological associations within the study area: geologic map (top), cross-section (bottom). Alternating bands of meta-sedimentary rocks are frequently intruded by granitic plutons.

The electrical resistivity data were collected using the ABEM 1000 Terrameter system. The dipole-dipole electrode configuration was employed on all traverses to capture lateral as well as vertical variations in conditions of the subsurface. Dipole spacing on T_1 was 10 m and a maximum dipole length of 70 m was achieved. On T_2, T_3, and T_4, dipole spacing was maintained at 5 m and a maximum dipole length of 40 m was achieved in each case. Total magnetic field intensity measurements were collected on all traverses using the GEMS System Magnetometer. Data were collected at 5 m spacing on T_1 and T_2 and 2 m spacing on T_3 and T_4. Ground electrical conductivity data were collected at 5 m intervals along all traverses using the Geonics Coplanar loop EM34 system. A coil separation of 10 m was utilized. Data were collected in March 2017, just at the onset of seasonal rains.

DATA PROCESSING
Acquired ground resistivity data were evaluated for spikes and data inversion was carried out using DIPROWIN 4.0.1, a 2.5D finite element modelling inversion algorithm described in Yi and Kim, (1998). The program utilizes the Active Constraint Balancing scheme to determine the spatially varying Lagrangian multipliers for the least-squares inversion algorithm in a bid to optimize between robustness and smoothness of the inversion. The program computes an initial synthetic subsurface resistivity distribution model and then attempts to minimize the difference between it and the observed resistivity fields until a reasonable fit is achieved. The inversion is deemed suitable and the iteration is stopped once the mismatch error drops below 5%. The program output three images, the observed field data pseudo-section, the computed theoretical data pseudo-section, and the inverted subsurface resistivity structure. Considering the wide range of inverted resistivity (0 – >20000 Ohm-m) a logarithmic colour display was utilized and the display was limited to the range 89 – 6000 Ohm-m as this provided the best visual representation of resistivity distributions along the traverses. Topographic variations were factored in during the inversion process for T_1 and T_2. T_3 and T_4 required no topographic corrections as they were flat. Total magnetic field (TMI) intensity data were smoothened for spikes and reduced using a regional 32500 nT background. The Residual magnetic intensity (RMI) values were presented along the traverses. Electrical conductivity measurements were simply presented along traverses.

INTERPRETATION CRITERIA
Interpretation criteria for resulting 2D subsurface resistivity structure of the subsurface followed similar criteria to that utilized in Aminu et al. (2014), Aminu (2015a), and Aminu (2015b). High laterally and or vertically continuous resistivities in the subsurface and at depth (usually above 1000 Ohm-m) were interpreted
to indicate unfractured bedrock. Low and shallow continuous-in-the-subsurface resistivities (usually below 150 Ohm-m) were interpreted to represent water-saturated surficial humus and clay-rich top-soil. Resistivities ranging from 160 – 900 Ohm-m were interpreted as partly weathered bedrock and or conductive fracture paths depending on the lateral and vertical continuity and geometry of the imaged responses. Further, interpretations of the geophysical responses from all data were constrained by the geological information afforded by the geological setting and rock outcrops within the area.

RESULTS

Figure 3 provides a composite view consisting of plots of the inverted 2D subsurface resistivity response beneath T₁ and the corresponding electrical conductivity and residual magnetic intensity responses. The 2D resistivity response consists of three distinct patterns. A first response pattern, high resistivity responses (>1000 Ohm-m), occurs continuously at depth all through the section. Generally, the upper limits of this response pattern occur at 2 – 4 m depth. However, the pattern nearly reaches the surface at 40 – 50 m and 60 – 70 m. In the northern extremes of the traverse, this pattern reaches the surface. Outcropping Phyllites occur west of this traverse at the 60 – 70 m mark. East of the northern end of the traverse, a low-lying metaconglomerates outcrop occur. The upper limit of this pattern also forms a trough between 80 m and 150 m. Beneath this trough region, the high resistivity pattern presents with much lower responses relative to the rest of the traverse and appears to separate the high resistivity response pattern into two segments. Low resistivity responses (<150 Ohm-m) occur at the surface at 90 – 130 m reaching a maximum depth of ~ 6 m. This pattern sits within the trough on the upper limit of the high resistivity pattern and is largely coincident with the Orle River channel at 85 – 105 m. On this traverse, intermediate resistivity responses (160 – 900 Ohm-m) occur in the near-surface of the southern end of the traverse (18 – 36 m and 50 – 60 m) and as a generally thin layer underlying the low resistivity responses within the trough region. They separate the high resistivity and low resistivity responses. The residual magnetic anomaly response varies from 452 nT to 808 nT. A clear asymmetric magnetic anomaly occurs in the middle of the traverse (90 – 100 m).

Figure 3: Composite panel of 2D subsurface resistivity image, residual magnetic intensity, and ground electrical conductivity response along Traverse 1. A wide fracture path is indicated slightly north of the channel but directly below relatively extensive low resistivity responses. White dashed lines indicate inferred fractures. The inflection point on this anomaly is approximately coincident with the location of Orle River channel. The conductivity response oscillates in no systematic pattern from 1 – 28 mS.
Figure 4 provides a composite view consisting of plots of the inverted 2D subsurface resistivity response beneath $T_2$ and the corresponding electrical conductivity and residual magnetic intensity responses. The 2D resistivity response also consists of three distinct patterns. The first pattern occurs as shallow and relatively laterally continuous very-low resistivity responses with values generally less than 150 Ohm-m. For most of the traverse, this response pattern extends from the ground surface to depths hardly exceeding 4 m. The exception is between 30 m and 90 m where it is replaced by considerably higher resistivity responses. The second pattern consists of very-high resistivity responses with resistivity values greater than 1000 Ohm-m. This response pattern is fairly continuous at depth within the subsurface and extends from depths as shallow as 2 – 4 m below the ground surface till the bottom of the image. This high response pattern consists of two segments; 1) a southern segment which extends from the southern end of the traverse till the 70 m marks and whose upper surface is undulating. This segment is coincident with a region with known outcrops of metaconglomerates and; 2) a northern segment that extends from the 80 m mark till the northern limit of the traverse which has a gently humped upward surface. This segment is coincident with a region with outcropping quartzites. The lateral limits of the two segments beneath the river are defined by nearly vertical edges. In the subsurface, the separation between the two segments consists of much lower resistivity responses which lie in a vertical zone beneath the location of the Orle River channel at ~70 – 80 m. In this region, the high resistivity responses show much lower values (1000 – 1500 ohm-m) compared to the rest of the segments where values are generally above 2000 Ohm-m. Furthermore, adjacent to the ‘cliff-edge’ terminations, the two segments have concave upward trough-like depressions on their upper limits. The third response pattern has intermediate resistivity values in the range of 160 – 900 Ohm-m. At shallow depths, it spread out lateral at the surface occurring from 30 m to 90 m along the traverse and extending to depths of 2 – 5 m below the ground surface. At other places, it fills the intervening space between the low and high resistivity responses. At greater depths (>5 m) it separates the southern and the northern segments of the high resistivity response pattern in a narrow vertical zone between 70 m and 80 m. The residual magnetic anomaly response over this traverse varies from 463 nT to 667 nT. A relatively low response (460 – 470 nT) is indicated at 45 – 70 m along the traverse. This region coincides roughly with the location of Orle River. Magnetic responses at the southern end of the traverse are generally higher than at the northern end. The conductivity response is generally flat (10 – 30 mS). The exception is the 40 – 55 m mark where conductivity values reach 120 mS. This anomaly is located slightly south of the edge of the Orle river channel.
Figure 4: Composite panel of 2D subsurface resistivity image, residual magnetic intensity, and ground electrical conductivity response along Traverse 2. A much lower resistivity response spans from 50 – 90 m separating the high resistivity response into northern and southern segments. Bedrock topology is undulating south of the Orle channel but relatively smooth north of the channel. White dashed lines indicate inferred fractures.
Figure 5 is a composite view consisting of plots of the inverted 2D subsurface resistivity response beneath traverse 3 (T₃) and the corresponding electrical conductivity and residual magnetic intensity responses. Low resistivity responses (<150 Ohm-m) occur nearly all-through the traverse at shallow depths and outcrop between the 15 – 25 m, 43 – 53 m positions, and from 85 m to the western end of the traverse. This pattern, though better developed than one T₁ and T₂, rarely exceeds a depth of 4 m. The exception is at 50 – 65 m marks where it reaches a depth of 6 m. High resistivity responses (>1000 Ohm-m) occur nearly all-through at depth. The upper limit of this response occurs at depths as shallow as 2 m in the western end to as deep as 5 m in the eastern limits of the traverse. It is segmented into three units by vertical lower resistivity responses which occur at 57 – 67 m and 110 – 120 m. The top of the most easterly segment is relatively smooth while the other two segments are more rugose. Intermediate resistivity responses (160 – 900 Ohm-m) occur at the surface at 30 - 45 m and 55 -85 m and at depth at 57 – 67 m and 110 – 120 m. The residual magnetic anomaly response varies from 413 nT to 767 nT. The plot exhibits a broad depression with the highest field strengths located in the eastern limits of the traverse. The conductivity response oscillates rapidly in the range of 33 – 45 mS.

Figure 6 is a composite view consisting of plots of the inverted 2D subsurface resistivity response beneath traverse 4 (T₄) and the corresponding electrical conductivity and residual magnetic intensity responses. Laterally continuous low resistivity responses (<150 Ohm-m) occur along the traverse in the eastern limit of the traverse till the 24 m marks, at 40 – 128 m and 155 – 180 m. These responses extend from the surface to a maximum depth of 6 m between 155 – 180 m. High resistivity responses (>1000 Ohm –m) occur nearly all-through at depth. The upper limit of this response occurs at depths as shallow as 2 m in the western end to as deep as 5 m in the eastern limits of the traverse. In a similar fashion to T₁, T₂ & T₃, this response pattern is segmented by lower resistivity response at 30 – 35 m and 175 – 183 m. Its upper surface is undulating all-through. Intermediate resistivity responses (160 – 900 Ohm-m) occur at the surface at positions 22 – 40 m, 133 – 155m, 160 – 165 m and 180 m till the western end of the traverse and as a layer of responses separating the deeper high resistivity pattern from the shallow low resistivity pattern. It further occurs at depth at 30 – 35 m and 175 – 183 m, as two narrow vertical signatures. The most easterly occurrence of this pattern is laterally 5 m north of a low-lying outcrop of Phyllites. The magnetic response for the traverse ranges from 411 nT to 590 nT. For the 10 – 70 m marks, field responses are much lower (<500 nT) than for the rest of the traverse. From station 110 m, the curve is essentially flat till its western end. The conductivity response is generally flat at about 60 mS for most of the traverse. At positions, 125 – 135 m, 150 – 175 and 190 – 200 m, conductivity approaches zero.

DISCUSSION

Laterally continuous low resistivity responses (<150 Ohm-m) which generally occur within the first 4 m from the ground surface were interpreted to represent water-saturated surficial humus-rich soils at the site. High resistivity response patterns (> 1000 m) were interpreted as the unweathered bedrock in the area. In regions proximal to or directly beneath the Orle channel, sections of this pattern with resistivities in the range 1000 – 1500 Ohm-m are considered to be partly fractured. The intermediate
Figure 5: Composite panel of 2D subsurface resistivity image, residual magnetic intensity, and ground electrical conductivity response along Traverse 3. Low resistivity responses are laterally continuous within the subsurface till an average depth of 4 m. The entire traverse is suspected to be underlain by metaconglomerates. White dashed lines indicate inferred fractures.
Figure 6: Composite panel of 2D subsurface resistivity image, residual magnetic intensity, and ground electrical conductivity response along Traverse 4. Low resistivity responses are laterally continuous within the subsurface and fill major troughs in the bedrock at the eastern and western end of the traverse. The eastern end produced a lowered magnetic response compared with the rest of the traverse. White dashed lines indicate inferred fracture.
resistivity response patterns (160 – 900 Ohm-m) were interpreted within shallow (2 – 6 m) sections as representing the zone of active weathering separating the topsoil from the unweathered bedrock. Deeper and vertical occurrences of this pattern were interpreted as highly fractured sections in the fresh bedrocks. The shapes of magnetic anomalies were used to infer the direction of dip of interpreted fractures beneath the channel. The electrical conductivity peak along T1 was considered to suggest that the most southern of the interpreted fractures is conducting fluids within the subsurface and possibly has been active in recent times. Three subsurface layers are therefore delineated at the site; (1) the surficial humus-rich top-soil, (2) a thin weathering layer, and (3) the fresh bedrock. Together, the topsoil and the weathering layer form the overburden at the site.

The Orle river channel system is apparently fracture-controlled with multiple fractures interpreted beneath the channel axis on T1 and T2 (Figures 3 and 4). Judging from the inverted resistivity responses and the residual magnetic intensity response, most fractures beneath the channel axis have a northwards dip with only the most northerly fractures on both traverses acting as conjugates which dip in the southwards direction. On T1, the fracture zone has a span of roughly 50 m (100 – 150 m) while on T2 its span is about 45 m (45 – 90 m mark). This indicates a narrowing of the fracture zone downstream. Considering the spatial locations of rock outcrops (Figure 1c), the fractures appear to lie approximately along the contact zones between adjacent lithologies; between phyllites to the south and metaconglomerates in the north of T1 and between metaconglomerates to the south and quartzites in the north of T2. The north-trending tributary of the Orle channel also takes a path between known outcrops of metaconglomerates to the west and phyllites to the east. This can be expected as rock contacts are often zones of weakness in the bedrock and are more liable to brittle failure under the application of external stress regimes (Twiss and Moore, 2007). The channel for most of its course at the study site is probably constrained to run along the contacts between these lithologies. On T1, interpreted fractures appear symmetrically distributed on both side of the channel. On T2, they are rather displaced northwards of the channel.

Multiple fractures also appear to occur tangentially to the channel axis; these are observed on T3 and T4 (Figures 5 and 6). These are low aperture fractures generally less than 10 m in width. They encourage deep weathering of up to 8 m. On T4, the eastern fracture possibly also takes advantage of the zone of weakness provided by the contact between phyllites to the east and metaconglomerates to the west. Bedrock topography within the site is fairly rugose; undulating in most places underlain by metaconglomerates with the development of basement trenches which lie in close proximity to the ‘cliff-edge’ terminations of the bedrock (Figure 2). In regions underlain by quartzites, the bedrock topography is relatively smooth with convex upward surfaces (Figure 2). Apparently, the metaconglomerates within the area are more susceptible to weathering and possibly also fracturing relative to the phyllites and quartzites. Within the greater Igarra region, quartzites ridge rise above adjacent metaconglomerates.

Overburden development at the site is relatively thin, rarely exceeding 5 m below the surface. Exceptions occur in deep weathering zones created by fractures within the underlying fresh bedrock along T3 and T4, and at troughs atop the bedrock mostly in regions underlain by metaconglomerates (Figures 2, 3 and 4). Along T1 (Figure 1), the overburden fills an extensive basin-like depression from 80 m mark to 155 m. Here the overburden is generally displaced north of the channel axis with its thickest section occurring from the 110 m marks onwards. The lowest resistivities (< 150 Ohm-m) are also largely juxtaposed north of the channel axis. Interpreted fractures along this traverse span a region coincident with this depression. Upon visual inspection along the Traverse, thick sand intervals were observed just north of the Orle channel and also within and on the banks of the north-trending tributary of the Orle channel system. This possibly indicates that a much wider channel existed at this location in earlier geologic times. Figure 7 is the superposition of the field layout upon the derived conceptual model of the subsurface at the survey site for an average depth of 8 m beneath the ground surface. The north-western region of the study site is most likely underlain all-through by quartzites. This forms the most elevated part of the area. Phyllites possibly underlie the entire eastern region while metaconglomerates appear to occupy a band in-between the quartzites and phyllites which thins northwards and fans out in the south-westernly direction. This model of alternating bands of metasedimentary rocks agrees with geologic models earlier determined via field mapping within the greater Igarra area by Ogbe et al., (2018). The fault breccias occurrence appears to be a surface feature. Its specific origin has not been imaged within this study.
It could however be expected to lie somewhere along the quartzite-metaconglomerate contact as the clasts within the breccias are considered to originate from the quartzite. Fractures tangential to the channels axis apparently serve to channel surface and groundwater from the channel to surrounding areas. If persistent they could serve as potential aquifers and distributors of groundwater to neighbouring areas.

CONCLUSION
In this study, we have used a combination of 2D electrical resistivity imaging, total field magnetic and ground conductivity data to unravel the nature and morphology of part of the subsurface beneath and around the Orle River system. The Orle river system and its tributaries are fracture controlled. The fracture system is complex and features multiple fractures including conjugates. Fracture development within the area is concentrated at weak zones at the contacts between contrasting lithologies and also within areas underlain by metaconglomerates, the metaconglomerates being more susceptible to brittle failure and weathering relative to other lithologies. Low aperture fractures that are tangential to the Orle Channels encourage relatively deeper weathering away from the channels axis. They could serve to funnel surface and groundwater from the channel system into more remote areas beyond the channel axis and its immediate surroundings. Overburden development is generally thin and insufficient for considerable groundwater storage and as such, hand-dug wells will only be viable within the wet season.
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